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Inbound

ten thousand miles

      a pillar clock &

      sterling tea service

& here    the wagon spreads you

like grains of sand      or salt

look back all you want

     one cart track ambling

     mercurial skyline

winter ballast     dim

shaggy banks of snow

soddy’s blue clay walls

frosted through    & you

so much better for

a silver service

sans tea
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Telegram

spring   so they will bring word to you

the farm clamped down in gumbo

five dark miles from the highway

ditches running deep

to flood and nourish the poplar spears

what the war taught you

that there is no good in these missives

how you watched your mother’s life

unpicked by panic    fretwork of pattern

blown like cobweb

such possibility

lodged in that slim envelope

wedged between the stops

little wonder your hand

quakes upon receipt

tips the teapot cock-eyed

over stoneware    you blot

the spill with a shirtsleeve   feel

fear cauterize reason   slit

the flap before nerves desert

your wife is doing well

    coming home when

    the roads open up

bringing the baby

from the hill   you watch

the back forty gone to muskeg

and tamarack    the shifting dance of

slough birds   white pelican lifts

a pleated wing

to steer out over dark water

navigating the skin of things

these still, black places

this accidental light
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Roots

you saved the onion sets

for february     the chinook’s

sentinel line standing off

across the poplars

    rubbed those snubnosed bulbs

    free of peatmoss    sawdust

somehow the thin    green tips

arcing across the kitchen table

& you always knew

how you tasted

soil from a bare palm

planting out the cutting garden

sweet or     sour

& what to plant

how     those thick roots lounged

prehensile      succulent

in September earth

what was it you were learning

   that soil against your tongue &

   your knotted hands

   battling wild cucumber vine

   cutworms      midwinter frost

what word for yourself in    this

capricious geography

this arbitrary landscape
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I-nis’kim

1.

first    the farmsteads

slip under

to wind or     drought

spring clapboard warping

lichen like sparrowprint

towns taken gradually

limb by limb feed & tackle

dry goods    when the

post office goes it’s done for

takes years    though    before

the church windows vanish

someone brave or

desperate enough

& then scrapboard blinkers

bell tower gone to pigeons
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2.

what the posters showed

wheat & sky

the bushel bins

full to overflowing

reality

high summer    Battleford

cyclonic dust &

missing chinks

grit a constant partner

standing she raises

her hem from the floor

leaves a perfect negative of

bleached pine

he      hawks dust      polishes

the flintlock & hangs it

above the door

all day

the brightness goes out of it

like a veiled eye
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3.

two days ago

he loaded the rifle palmed

his way along the storm line

to the barn

inside     five roans

lean & hard as oak

   in the kitchen     she laid the table

   turned plates like white moons

incendiary sunset     the horses

wild & rank with fear

scenting death     powder

rifle not for them

for him
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4.

in front of the house    the yard

gives way to prairie grass

fescue & grama

distantly    the church

knuckles under like an old woman

steeple sloughed and rotting

she finds it

nestled in a pucker of earth

slim    pale rock

imbued with kingfisher light

I-nis’kim      buffalo stone

promise of plenty when

the town has gone      the church

down to staves

pray that you will not starve

& the buffalo will come

sun in weals over napped ground

stunted barley

you will not starve

come

pray
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